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And yesterday I was upgrading the
flahs on our foti-r light house I had

installed flashplayer for IE but it
didn't work and so I tried to use
Google Chrome. The upgrade

process froze and I was asked to
restart so I did, but nothing

happened. My computer restarted
and was back to the desktop. But

when I tried to log on to my email I
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was asked for my password and
when I entered it it wouldn't let me
log on. This was when I restarted

my computer again and this time it
was different, it wouldn't log on. It
just sat on the purple screen with
the cursor flashing at the top left.

My machine seemed to be trying to
reboot but it never did. So I hit the

power button to turn it off and
when I turned it back on I got the
same purple screen. Clicking the

F10 key brought up this error
message"Starting windows report-
server service. The RPC Server is

unavailable. The RPC Server is
unavailable. The RPC Server is
unavailable. The RPC Server is
unavailable. The RPC Server is
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unavailable." If I click Ok it comes
up a blank screen and the mouse
doesn't move. Then I click the F10
key and it brings up another error

message"The RPC Server is
unavailable. The RPC Server is
unavailable. The RPC Server is
unavailable. The RPC Server is
unavailable. The RPC Server is
unavailable. The RPC Server is
unavailable. The RPC Server is
unavailable." Help please! Â·
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cdrom or download) after this one.
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Category:Software that uses ncursesQ: Foreach issues with binding I have a couple of issues I want
to clarify. First I got a "Warn[]" message on line: if (model.Categories.Any(x => x.Id == category.Id))
{ viewModel.Categories.Add(category); It seems like the binding of my model.Categories is somehow

changed by the second foreach. Here is the non-working code IList oldCats =
model.Categories.Where(x => x.Id == category.Id); if (oldCats.Count!= 0) {

viewModel.Categories.AddRange(oldCats); } I also have a "Model item passed into the dictionary is
of type" problem as well if (oldCats.Count!= 0) { viewModel.Categories.AddRange(oldCats); return
RedirectToAction("Details", new { id = viewModel.Id }); } I am wondering where I need to change

my binding, or if I am using that my loop correctly. If I loop the oldCats there are no problems and I
could bind it to my view. Hope someone can help me with this A: This binding is alright, it is not

problematic. The only issue is that your code in the if statement above is executed too fast and you
could have 2 categories with id equals 2 and this would be unexpected. Consider this alternate code:

CategoryModel newCategory = null;
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